INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many advanced technologies such as Sensors, Camera's, RFID, and GPS etc. have been developed for storing and recording information about moving objects. Analysis of data is being widely recognized [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Trajectory classification is having various applications such as traffic prediction, city traffic planning, activity monitoring of suspicious vehicle. This paper deal with the trajectory classification using neural network. Classifying Trajectory means that the classifying the moving object on their class label. In Trajectory Classification, (Frequent) Sequential pattern [7] [8] are good feature candidate since they preserve the order of information of trajectories [1] . While building the classification model here use the sequential pattern as a feature candidate which is extracted from data set. This feature Vector is fed to the classifier (i.e. neural network) with weight vector during Training as well as classification. The data sets used is Synthetic data, generated by the network based data generator by Brinchoff [6] as it generates the synthetic trajectories on real world road network [1]. 
LITERATURE SURVEY
There are different frequent patterns based classification methods developed for different domains. Lodhi et al. [9] , Lesli et. al [10] , Deshpande et. al [11] have proposed classification models for text document, protein sequence, and graph respectively, they uses phrases, substring and subgraphs as a feature candidate.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [12] is used by Fraile and Maybank [13] for classifying vehicles trajectory. This method depends upon vehicle's motion and the sequence of internal states and it is observed that the behavior depend upon highest probability. Zheng et al. [5] have proposed the method intersecting locations and travel sequence from trajectories which enables GPS device. This model provides the users travel experience. This work is also important in trajectory pattern mining.
Mining Long, Sharable Pattern (LSP) are the methods proposed by Gidofalvi and Pedersen [2] . These LSP are not better for traffic classification as they are extremely long and having performance issue.
Jae-Gil Lee [1] proposed the framework for trajectory classification based on frequent pattern based classification. By analyzing the behavior of the trajectories on road network, it is important that the order should be preserved with the visited location. This method pretends that partial sequential pattern allow significantly improve high efficiency without losing accuracy as they preserve order as well as location of trajectory on the road network. So, the partial sequential pattern is good feature candidate for creating model for trajectory classification.
Sun, G.Z [14] propose a model of a time warping recurrent neural network (TWRNN) to handle temporal pattern classification where severely time warped and deformed data may occur, and shows to have built-in time warping ability. TWRNN having advantages for trajectory classification over several schemes such as dynamic programming, hidden Markov models, time-delayed neural networks, and neural network finite automata. 
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed System, we use neural network to build classification model. We extract Feature Vectors from set of trajectories. In extraction process we use sequential patterns. Feature vectors along with adjusted initial weight vectors are input to our model. The Figure 1 shows the Overall Learning Process using delta learning rule.
Fig 1 Learning Process of Neural Network
O is output which indicates class label. Threshold Unit is for threshold which is experimentally determined. Output is derived from following formula Where, F is the set of feature vector, F = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 …f n }. W is the set of weight vector, W= {w1, w2, w3, w4…wn}.
∆W checks how the weight changes during learning process which follows given formula ∆W = (O -Oi). Where, Oi is the expected Output. We will find out weight change using given formula i.e. W = w + ∆W. Figure 2 shows Architecture of Supervised Learning Process in Neural Network. Supervised learning is a problem solving strategy which is driven by real business problem of history data and the Quality of result depend upon the quality of input data sets
Fig 2 Architecture of Supervised Learning Process
In Figure 2 , training set includes feature vector extracted from set of trajectories. Query Trajectory is for validate the result of classifier. Neural network classifier plays important role in classification process which produces output in the form of class. The class is changes in the training process as per the feedback.
Proposed Algorithm :
Input 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a model for classifying the trajectories on road network using neural network. We have proposed Algorithm which follows supervised learning process. We use Neural Network (NN) classifier because NN is a powerful tool for self-learning, and it can be generalized the characteristics of resource variations by proper training. In future, we will employ this technique on Real Trajectory Data as well as finding solution on Data Uncertainty.
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